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IAEA CN-41/H-2-l

Performance of the ZT-40M Reversed-Field Pinch

With an Inconel Liner

Modifications

plasma parameters:

Abstract

made to ZT-40 have

pinch resistance has

an order of magnitude, Te has exceeded

cr~wbar operation > 20 ms steady-state

substantially improved

decreased by more than

300 eV, and with power

discharges have been

obtained. With a B of - 0.1, and the assumptions of modified

Bessel function m~gnetic-field profiles and classical ohmic

heating the energy confinement time, - 0.2 IUS,is close to that

expected for the measured temperatures and discharge currents.

A relaxat$.onprocess (“dyn~mo”) sustains RFP profiles extending

discharge lifetimes beyond the limit predipted by classical

resistive diffusion. If the process continues to operate, a

steady-state RFP is possible. Extension of the tolaidal current

risetime to the experiment’s de~ign limit (1.5 ms) indicates

that RFPs can be ftrmed at still longer risetimes with

reasonable volt-second and energy inputs facilitating the design

of future experiments. These results represent a significant

advance for the RFP concept toward a viable ohmic-heated

magnetic-fusion system.

1. Introduction

ZT-40, one of ~everal present reverqed field pinch (RFP)

experiments [1,2,3], has been modified (ZT-40M) since the 1980

IAEA meeting [4,5] and, as a result, has obtained substantially

improved plasma parameters. The pinch resistance has decreased

by a factor of M30, and the electron temperature has exceeded
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300 eV. The major changes were (a) replacing the alumina liner

with an Inconel bellows-type liner and (b) providing external

poloidal field primary windings, so that the aluminum shell is

uow passive. The liner dimensions are R/a = 1.14m/O.198m.

The impurity radiation barrier is now overcome for all peak

currents used (Z1OOICA). The fluctuation level in both the

toroidal current and the chocd-averaged density has fallen by

more than an order of magnitude relative to ceramic-liner

discharges. The resistance is =0.2 mfl(compared to > 6 mfiin

ceramic-liner ZT-4@), resulting {n passive crowbarrec!discharges

lasti~g over 2.5 ms. Power crowbars (on both 1+ and Ie

circuits) sustain reversal in B$ and result in much longer

discharges. Parameters from a typical discharge with power

crowbar are shown in Fig. 1 for 1$ = 120 kA. Even longer (12

ms) discharges are obtained at a higher pressure.

This report is divided Into three sections: (1) the

formation phase, ,“lring which the pinch evolves into an RFP

(roughly the first 0.5 ms of Fig. 1), (2) the sustainment phase

(1-5 ms in 17ig.1) and (3), the curreut termination phase,

during which the effective plasma resistivity increases.

2. Formation Phase

The RFP formation phase in ZT-40M has been studied for

three risetiuws, Tr=9.25, 0.75, and 1.5 ms, of the toroidal

current. Of particular interest in this study iS the

determination of (1) the limits of initial gas filling pressure,

P~) and toroidal bias field, <B$(t=O)>, for which RFPs can be

formed, (2) the volt-second consumption due to resistive losses,

and (3) the electron tt?mperatureson axis. The shapes of the

toroidal and.poloidal currtnt waveforms for the three risetimes

are roughly the same, with the toroidal field at the wall,

B+(a), reversi~g at about one-”nalfthe time to peak toroidal

current 14P”
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2.1 Operating range of P. and <BO(t=O)>.

These experiments have been performed in the matched mode,

in which <B+(t=O)> = <B$(t=I$p)>. Results show that there is an

optimum filling pressure at which RFPs are formed with a minimum

volt-second consumption. At pressures above this value the

volt-second consumption increases, mainly because of increased

radiation losses. At low fill pressures the volt-second

consumption increase is sometimes accompanied by an increase in

magnetic field fluctuations. In some cases an increase in hard

X-ray emission is observed.

An operating window can then be defined where the

volt-second consumption is within =1OX of this minimum. As Tr

increases, the window in P. becomes narrower and the optimum

pressure increases. At 14P = 180 kA, for example, these fill

pressures are 1.8, 2.3, and 3.1 mTorr for Tr=0.25, 0.75, and 1.5

ma respectively.

However, with the 1.5 ma rlsetime, the lower end of the

window occurs at a critical pressure, below which the pinch no

longer reverses. Th.s effect has been explored by running the

experiment in a non-matched mode. This inability to reverse la

found to depend on both P. and the initial B$. As the initial

bias field <B$(t=O)> is increased, a value is reached above

which an RFP does not form. This is illustrated by the two

discharges shown in Fig. 2a. The boundary j.nP. and <bO(t=O)>

is shown in Fig. 2b. It is r.earlyindependent of 14P in the

range 100-180 W. With the two faster risetimes a critical

pressure preventing RFP formation has not been obaervcd.

The Po, <B$(t=O)> transition appears to be closely related

to the plasma density. It is observed that the 1+.aeintegral

density just prior to field reversal is inversely r~la~ed to the

initial bias field. There also appears to be a lower bound at

this time 011 the central-chord average plasrns density

N2x1019 m-~ needed for reliable RFP formation at I
4P
=1801Q1. At

densities below this bound RFP formation becomes irreproducible.

The combination of these two effects, the den~ity controlled by

bias field and the lower bound on the density, may be the
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factors which lead to the existence oi a critical bias field for

formation at each fill pressure.

2.2 Volt-secti onsumption and electron temperature.

When run in the maL hed mode at the optimum pressures for

the three risetimes the normalized volt-second input to peak

current rises linearly witl Tr according to the empirical

relation

j~V$dt/I$p = Lp + Reff(I~P) Tr V-S/A ~

where Lp is the inductance associated with the poloidal field at

t=T r) and Reff is an effective discharge resistance averaged

over the current rise. Reff varies with I$p, and, for the 1.5

ms risetime, falls from 0.9 m~ at 100 kA to 0.6 mflat 180 kA.

The linear dependence of volt-second input with risetime

suggests that with still longer risetimes, such as TrsIO ms, the

volt-second requirement of larger experiments can be met.

It is remarkable that in some types of discharges (Fig. 2a)

the total toroidal flux continues to increase after B$(wall)

reverses. One might expect the total ilux to decrease as

negative flux diffuses into the plasma. Before reversal the

poloidal current circuit is introducing positive flux into the

plasma. After reversal it 18 taking negative flux out of the

plasma, but up to this time in the discharge the poloidal

current circuit has not introduced any negative flux into the

plasma. Any negative flux nmst have been produced by some

internal mech~nism which we will refer to as a “dynamo” [6],

driven by the toroidal current circuit.

Electron temperatures on the axis have been measursd with

the three risetimes and I$p~180 kA. Approximately the same peak

temperatures (Fig. 3) are reach~d with all three risetimes.

Energy-1ose and spectroscopic measurements 8how that the

impurity radiation barrier ie successfully burned through 8S the

risetime is raised from 0.25 ms to 1.5 ms.
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3. Sustainment Phase

During the sustainment phase, using matched mode operation,

the toroidal plasma current, toroidal loop voltage, and toroidal

flux stay approximately constant or increase slightly (Fig. 1).

In non-matched mode both the positive flux and negative

‘$(wall) can Increase by as much as 40% during the sustainment

phase. This implies that the “dynamo” effect continues tG

operate during this phase. persistence of the “dynamo” effect

supports the concept [7] that the RFP is a minimum energy state

configuration,and may allow steady-state operation of an RFP.

The effect of equilibrium control on sustainment of ZT-40M

has been examined. Because the discharge durations are longer

than those for which the machine was designed (= 2 ins), a

trimunng vertical field winding has been installed to assist the

shell in maintaining equilibrium. We find that a trimming field

of only 1.4 mT (the poloidal field windings produce 33 mT of

vertical field) can extend current duration by 2 ms at 120 kA.

This trjmming field reduce~ the outward drift of the toroidally

averaged position of the center of the outermost flux surface

duri,lgthe discharge from 6 mm to less than 2 mm, and also

appears to decrease the rate of density decay. Field errors

have been reduced by replacing the windings and improving the

conductivity between shell segments. These changes have

extended the discharge duration to - 20 ms with a * 30%

red{lctionin discharge resistance.

Interferometric measurements show that with a D2 fill

~ 1019m-3 (Fig. 4), thenpressure of 1.3 mTorr, <ne> peaks at 5

drops rapidly to a plateau of about 0.8 x 1019 m-3. At later

times Thomson scattering and a far infrared interferometer show

<ne> decaying slowly. The lower plots in Fig. 4 show that the

shape of the profile remains peaked slthough the central density

d~ops by a factor of a.~out3.

,
, .,.- .,, &**,,A *.=
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For discharges like those of Fig. 1, Te on axis (measured

by Thomson scattering) peaks above 300 eV at 2 ma, dropping to

about 200 eV at 5 ms. At a minor radius of 0.14 m preliminary

indications are that Te is roughly 2/3 the central temperature.

An estimate of the particle confinement time has been made

by observing Da radiation and assuming a wall temperature of a

few eV. This calculation yields
‘P ~ 0.5 ms within about a

factor of two.

Bolometric measurements show that radiation accounts for

less than 20% of the Input power at optimum operating pressures.

Spectroscopic measurements in the range 550-1220 A of oxygen,

nitrogen, and carbon l:ne radiation account for less than 10% of

the radiated power seen by the bolometer. This discrepancy may

be due to significant particle energy impinging on the bolometer

or to substantial radiated power from other sourceo. Analysis

of measurements of OVI radiation implies that the oxygen

contribution to Zeff is 1.6 at 2 ms. Carbon and .litrogendo not

appear to contribute significantly to Zeff.

An energy confinement time ~E iS estimated by dividing the

pla -a energy by the power input to the plasma. The measured

ne(r) is combined with a Te profile consistent with the Thomson

scattering data and Te = () at the wall. We assume Ti=Te

everywhere. For the discharge of Fig. 1, with these

assumptions, TE s ().2 ms at 2 ms.

The ratio of volume-average plasma pressure to total

magnetic fjeld pressure at the wall is 2 f).iat 2 ms.

Power balance calculations, which ate more sensitive to the

Te profile, show that ohmi~ heating wfth Spitzer [8] resistivity

and Zeff = 1.6 with je and j~ given by a modified Bessel

functiGn model [9] can predict the measured power input closely.

With a 8 of - 0.1, and the assumptions of modified Bessel

function magnetic-field profiles and classical ohmic heating the

energy confinement time, - 0.2 ms, is C1OSC to that expected for

the measured temperatures and discharge currents.
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4. Termination Phase

For the discharge of Fig. 1, the termination phase begins

at about 5 ma. At that time the loop voltage (Fig. le) begins

to rise, and the plasma current (Fig. la) drops. A few

milliseconds after this occurs all discharges suffer an abrupt

termination. The causes of the termination are not completely

understood, but field errors are known to play a role.

Reduction of field errors has been seen to retard onset of the

termination phase. Penetration of remaining field errors

through the metal shell is suspected to enhance plasma-wall

interactions because nickel line radiation becomes stronger

during this phase.

Electron density starvation is a possible cause of the

abrupt termination. Discharges terminate when I/N reaches

(l-2) x 10-13 A-m, at which point a runaway condition may be

produced, or the streaming parameter (vdrift/vthermal) maY

become too large, causing excessive resistance through streamirlg

instabilities.

5. Conclusions

These results make an important contribution to the

assessment of the RFP as a fusion reactor: (1) Existence of a

“dynamo” effect removes one obstacle to steady-state operation

of an RFP. (2) Pla6ma resistivitymay be within a Iactor of two

of classical. (3) Impurity burnthrough and high temperatures

are still o~served as risetime increases to 1.5 ms. (4) Flux

consumption during start-up is not an obstacie to a larger

machine. Remaining questions include energy and particle

transport which will be addressed as the toroidal current is

raised.
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Figure Captions

1. Waveforms for a typical 120 U discharge (time in ins). (a)

Plasma current (kA) (b) Theta ~ Be(wall)/<B+> (c) Toroidal

field at the liner (T) (d) F S B$(wall)/<B$> (e) Toroid&l

loop voltage (V) (f) Toroidal flux (Wb)

2a. The time behavior of the tvroidal current (top), toroidal

field at the wall (middle), and average toroidal field

(bottom) for two discharges with different toroidal bias

fields, ~r = 1.5 ms, PO=2.1 mtorr. Soltd line: bias field =

0.077 l’,dashed line: bias field = 0.080 T.

2k. The boundary tn filling pressure and bias toroidal field

3.

4.

which defines “RFP-no RFP” formation with Tr=l.5 ms.

Measured axial electron temperature vs time for three curlent

risetimes (14p=180kA). The toroidal current begins at t=O in

all cases.

‘3) vu time (ins).(a) Volume-average densjty (m (lower left)

Electron density profile at 0.4 ma. (lower right) Electron

density profile at 1.9 ms.
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